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Fluid
Charlotte Tai

2

Fluid
awaiting the time / liquid energy / transmutation from raw waste of a human
/ to interstellar dreamer / the liquid is the key / evolving organism / experimented upon / altered / alteRED / aaaallltered / lost in a million dreams / like
the broken stars of time and space / drifting endlessly in the ocean body that
spans the southern hemisphere / wishing to be free / free from past lives / frEe
from earthen limitation / the mortal body / breaking and becoming wiRED /
circuits charged with electricity / turned into a cold machine / she is paralysed
in stasis / reBIRTH not so far away
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Cracks
Dave Branton

4

M

ichelle rounds the corner, crosses the small wooden bridge over the
creek, steps over the tripwire, and arrives home. It’s been raining
more or less without pause for about two weeks now, and the wooden
planks of the bridge are slippery. She wonders whether or not their integrity
might be so compromised by the water soaked into the wood that the planks
would give way. That she might be plunged a metre or so into the ankle-deep
water that flows beneath her.
Not deadly, she thinks, ruefully. I’d probably only sustain some real nasty
grazes. Maybe scar my legs. Michelle is justifiably proud of her legs.
She walks up the driveway, looking as she passes at the concrete foundations on which the house seems to float. The cracks sketched there casually
by the earthquake’s old violence are still not repaired. And what would you
do anyway? Paint over them? It hardly seems worth it to lift the house and
rebuild the square stone wall on which it sits, only to lower it again and wait
for the next seismic incident to crack them anew.
There are more fissures in the concrete beneath her feet too, filled by twists
of newly growing grass. An old gap is best sealed by new growth, she thinks
to herself, and it’s all only temporary anyway. Everything is. She’s given to
bouts of fatalism, with everything that’s happened. Her small efforts have
always seemed so inadequate in the face of such enormous events. And there’s
a hole in her sock as well. She can feel her heel sticking to the synthetic sole of
the quarter-high shoes she’s wearing. Those buckles, always uncomfortable.
In one position too tight, in the other, too loose.
She knocks on the door.
After some organising noises from inside, a shadow approaches, visible
through the lenticular glass, and the door is answered. A young man, barefoot, wearing most of a once-warm and once-chunky jumper, stands in the
doorway. Through the several holes in its coarse knitting, patches of his pale
body are visible.
“Hi.” He moves back into the house, and she enters. “You’re late.”
“Yeah well, I had shit to do, didn’t I?” Her reply isn’t unkind.
Together they walk into the living room. The TV’s silent of course, blackly
reflecting the dark window.
“Jesus, open the curtains, can’t you?” She lets light into the room. There’s
5

dust hanging in the air, and some small discarded evidence of hasty inadequate meals partly eaten on the table, but it isn’t squalor, just a day or two of
laziness. “I’ve got us dinner. How about you get dressed Kevin.”
“This is clothes. I am dressed.”
“You’re a slob is what you are and that jumper belongs in the bin. Throw
it out.” Her words are harsh, but again, her voice is gentle enough.
“I like this jumper,” he protests. He’s had it for ages, although for quite
how long he can’t remember. Since before she arrived here, anyway, he’s sure
of that. He doesn’t know how long ago that was either, but it seems like a
long time.
The light disturbs him a bit. It makes the place look untidier than he
thought it had become.
“Fuck Kev, it’s like only been two days.”
“Sorry.” He hurries off — although not too fast, he doesn’t want to appear
too eager to do what he’s told. After allowing light into other, remoter parts
of the house, he returns still wearing the jumper. He’s put a blue t-shirt on
underneath it.
“Funny Kev. Funny.” But there’s no sarcasm in her voice, she’s genuinely
amused. She could almost laugh.
He doesn’t notice her tone, thinks he’s in trouble, whatever that might
mean. He doesn’t want an argument, but it’s been two days since either of
them ate properly. The leftovers on the table were themselves leftovers to
begin with. “What did you get?”
“Wasn’t easy. There’s less out there all the time. Got some cans — fuck
knows what — probably cat food or something.”
They no longer have a cat. It isn’t something they talk about.
“And,” she reaches into her bag with some theatre, “rice!”
“Really. Wow. Rice.”
“Don’t be a dick Kev. This’ll keep us going for a month, I reckon.”
Before their lives had been reduced to this house, and their findings, they
had barely known each other. Or, at least, Michelle had barely known him.
Kevin was a regular guy, and Michelle was at least the third most beautiful girl
in highschool, and so he had of course known her. This was his house, or at
least, his family’s house. Not that any of them needed it anymore. Michelle
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had arrived at the door one day, dishevelled and partly naked, but not crying,
too proud for that. He’d let her in, given her his Mum’s clothes, some of his
t-shirts. And they had started their strange life together.
It’s sometimes possible to focus on the precise moment that things change,
but usually that moment becomes apparent only much later. In the case of
what had gone before, a few newspaper headlines, of the type favoured by
apocalyptic cinema as a foreshadowing of a future catastrophe, were an opening bracket. The closing one came with that first rain. The full stop came
later.
Together they light the fire — being careful with their limited supply of
gathered wood. Companionably they watch some rainwater slowly boil, and
together they cook the rice. They don’t open the cans, they probably are cat
food anyway, and besides which, they should be saved for an emergency. For
more of an emergency. It’s not an emergency if it goes on every day.
If it goes on every day, it’s just life.
A silent meal, and then bed. Once the sun goes down, what else is there to
do? They sleep together, of course, they had even that first night. For warmth,
and for comfort. No-one should have to face the night alone, she’d said to
him, as they sat together on that first evening. They’d dragged a mattress
onto the top of the garage roof, and they’d watched as the sun’s glow turned
orange, becoming the same colour as the distant fires that had still burnt back
then, warming the dying city. Neither of them told the other what they had
lost — and what would the point be anyway? That they were both alive was
all that mattered.
***
MYSTERY OF DEAD LIVESTOCK CONTINUES
WHAT’S KILLING ALL THE INSECTS?
IN-DEPTH REPORT: WHAT WILL WE EAT IN TEN YEAR’S
TIME?
These were the first headlines. Newspapers are always filled with apocalypse; they’re fuelled by disaster, thrive on the worst possible outcome. No7

one reads good news — as though the human heart is best nourished when
it understands that a cataclysm is approaching. Or perhaps, if our surroundings are comfortable enough, the disaster seems just a fiction. Was our specie’s
peculiar love of fiction our undoing? So many people have enjoyed so much
calamity between the safety of the covers of a book, that when a real apocalypse arrived, we treated it as just another story.
It seemed to come in the rain, although it took many months for this
important discovery to be made. At first it looked just like an allergic reaction, an inexplicable skin rash. And who’s allergic to rain? It must have been
in your food, the first sufferers were told. Or maybe you have a virus, those
invisible usurpers of our own body’s capacity for life.
Kevin’s father was one of the first to go. His habit of cycling everywhere
for his health became his ironic undoing. One evening, the fatal rain took
him. The first great dying, the first time the rain fell deadly enough to kill.
They didn’t find him until days later, after the panic had subsided. He lay
next to his bicycle, an unruly heap, eyes open, exposed skin eroded to gaps,
through which the white of bone could be seen. When he thinks of it now,
with so much loss in every memory, it seems almost like a small event.
At the time, its magnitude was greater than he thought he could bear.
STAY OUT OF THE RAIN!
The news implored everyone, and everyone did. At the first gathering
of white clouds in the sky, people scuttled indoors, like insects exposed after
moving a rotten log in the forest. Large rain-shelters were constructed, under
which safety could be sought in the event of unpredicted downpours. Life
continued, but the poison in the rain was quietly, beneath our feet, seeping
into the aquifers from which our once-pristine drinking water was sourced.
It took far, far too long for this danger to be fully understood. People
drank unwittingly the same poison that they hid from when it fell from the
sky. Scientists took samples, tried to determine what collection of chemicals
were responsible for its effects, but they found nothing. Believing that whatever it was decomposed into harmless by-products, and not wanting to make
their ignorance a story in itself, they pronounced that the rain, once it had
fallen, was safe.
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For a few people it was, though this was entirely by luck. For everybody
else, it was an undetectable and unavoidable death sentence.
It took a long time for the population around Kevin and Michelle to be
reduced to just the two of them. For a while, before Michelle finally found
an occupied house, Kevin had believed himself quite alone. Certainly he had
seen plenty of people die, and be taken away in those white vans, that became
increasingly frequent, and then became trucks, before finally stopping altogether, giving up. Later, his mother would go out, in search of help, and food,
a trip from which she normally returned with something within a day or so.
And then, one day, she didn’t come back. The neighbours had left some time
ago, or perhaps they had just died in their homes, they didn’t look inside those
until much later.
There was enough canned food in his house for Kevin to survive for the
first week, and enough collected rainwater to avoid dying of thirst. By the
second week, things were more desperate, and a black hole began to open in
Kevin’s heart. It grew quietly, as darkness does in the absence of company. It
took his hope. It took his energy. It covered the sun, and hid the moon’s pale
face. It showed him the peace and calm beauty of death.
And then, one day, he simply lay down and waited, unable to imagine
hastening his end, but equally unable to believe escaping it was possible.
This was the day in which Michelle had knocked on his door and saved
his life.
***
Kevin wakes first. As is his habit, he gets up as soon as his eyes open. He
wants her to continue to sleep, feels that some fraction of comfort is found
there, in allowing her peaceful sleep to continue. He doesn’t realise that she
hates to wake alone. She’s never told him. And how would he know?
The morning has brought no new surprises. Kevin had always imagined
that a world as reduced as the one in which they both found themselves would
be more dangerous that it had turned out to be. No news had ever arrived from
much beyond the ruined city, into the ashes of which they never ventured.
They had erected some rudimentary defences — tripwires attached to tin cans
as early warning. Chicken wire nailed to the windows. But no-one came.
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Never a soul.
“Morning.” She gives him a quick smile. “Sleep ok?”
In this morning exchange. Things might almost be normal. They cover
some cold rice with soy sauce — god bless nonperishable condiments — and
munch an unsatisfactory breakfast.
“Remember coffee?”
“You know I don’t. I’ve never tried it Kev. Do you ever listen?”
“I know, sorry. I was talking to myself I guess. God I’d love some coffee.”
She doesn’t reply. She unlocks the back door, and walks into the garden.
The spring sunshine, bright through a clearing sky, draws long shadows
across the sparkling lawn. Steam is beginning to rise from the thicket of weeds
that they’ve allowed to colonise the fence line — imagining that it affords
them some additional protection. The grass isn’t mowed, of course, the sound
of the petrol-powered mower that lies unused at the back of the garage would
surely attract unwanted attention. And in any case, there’s no fuel to be found
anywhere anymore.
A set of six parallel ropes run across the width of the garden, on which
the red flowers of their runner bean crop are blooming. Potatoes grow in unruly patches beneath them, inexpertly cared for, but nevertheless apparently
thriving. Carrots sprout there too, in uneven rows, mostly thinned out to individual plants. They’ve both mentioned to each other that a few chickens
would be of enormous help, but they have been unable to find any, and in any
case, neither of them have any idea what chickens actually eat.
“Lettuce, maybe?” Kevin guessed.
“Maybe, dunno. Scraps?”
“We don’t really have scraps though, do we?” There was too little food to
waste any, of course.
Their rudimentary rainwater collection system is filled to capacity now.
Barrels and boxes and plastic sacks supported on improvised wooden frames
constitute its storage capacity, into which scavenged drain pipes and guttering
channel water from the roof of both the garage and the house. Recovering
the collected water from it is an unsolved inconvenience, requiring one of
the other of them to use a pail, or a saucepan, to dip it below the cold shifting
surface of the gathered rain.
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Kevin walks into the garden too.
“Nice to see some sunshine,” he says, and looks up with a squint into the
patch of brilliance. “At least the sun still works,” he adds.
“Yeah, for now.” Michelle is busy with the weeds around the potatoes.
She crouches over the moist earth, a strip of her bare back visible where her
jumper and jeans have parted. Each removed weed is carefully cast into one
of their saucepans. Later they’ll lay them out to dry, before adding them to
their compost.
In his head, Kevin tells Michelle that he loves her, that he’s so happy that
she found him — that he’s sorry for all that’s happened but at least they have
each other and that’s got to count for something.
He bends down and joins her at the weeding.
When she’s finished, Michelle straightens up, her hands on her hips, and
stretches her body backwards. The movement earns a series of cracks from
her bones.
“Done,” she says. “What’s next?”
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When Time Met Space
Penelope Hart

12

Y

ou know what it’s like: an endless void, nobody to talk to, nothing to
do. You’re sort of floating, not even existing — and then she comes
along.
There’s a fullness to her, all curves and depth. You could reach out and
touch her, shape her. She’s as soft and pliable as putty.
“Please,” she says, and holds out a hand. You reach across the dimensions,
tug at the gap between you. It folds, collapses till it’s smaller than an atom. A
spark ignites your core as you merge with her skin.
BANG.
Particles shoot across the darkness in a thousand vibrant colours. You
watch as they collide — create clusters of spinning orbs, clouds of gas and
molten rock. They stretch to your limits, to your beginning and end. In less
than a second the void is gone.
“What’s that?” she says, points to the planets spinning on their axis.
“It’s then,” you say. “It’s now.” You study a galaxy forming under you
reach, the glittering pinpricks in the darkness. “And that?”
She laughs. “It’s near. It’s far.”
You love the weight of her, the flesh, the texture of her skin — the way
she twists beneath you, melts to become a mountain, a river, a stream.
“Before I met you I was rigid,” she says. “I didn’t know how to change.”
“You give me substance,” you say. “I’m nothing without you.”
Together you smell the tails of meteorites, taste the glow of planets’ moons.
There’s no end to your energy, to your wonder, to this place. You stumble
across a galaxy, pick a star out of four hundred billion. Both are unremarkable, average, and yet a gem lies within — a tiny sapphire, spinning on a lean.
“This is it,” she says. “Home.”
“Let’s go.”
You start out small; one cell becomes two — four — multiplies exponentially. Soon a mass asserts its presence, tendrils sprout, membranes interlace.
You give it a nudge and it grows a tail, forms arms and legs, begins to crawl.
One more nudge and it straightens its back, walks on two feet.
“Stop,” she says, but you can’t, you keep nudging the planet forward. The
ice melts as it swings round the sun, the continents rise and fall, break into
tiny pieces before pressing together again. With every change she seems to
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shrink, her flesh hardening, curves flattening to featureless plains. You pull
her closer and she pushes away.
“I need stability. Every day you’re wearing me down.” She shows you how
the ocean bites the coast, how the wind scrapes at the cliffs.
“But I also bring you up.” You show her the rising tectonic plates, the
volcanoes spitting out new rock.
She sighs. “Just to wear me down again.”
You try to stop but it’s impossible, you can’t even slow down. The suns
balloon outward, glow red as they run out of hydrogen. Everything begins to
blur, planets and galaxies clumping till they are no more than a milky haze.
“I’m tired,” she says, her spine compacting, body folding into yours. You
feel yourself shorten, quicken, your edges drawing closer till there’s no room
left for her. Together you turn sand to silicon, limestone to marble, compress
the universe into the space of a galaxy, a mountain, a molecule.
“I’m sorry,” you say, but the seconds run out, the matter vanishes. She is
gone.
And you know what it’s like, an endless void, nobody to talk to, nothing
to do. You’re sort of floating, not even existing — until she come along.
“Please,” she says, and holds out a hand.
You reach across the dimensions, tug at the gap between you.
BANG.
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Chasing the Day
Tom Adams

15

T

he time before sleep was Nahanni’s favourite. The lethargy of walking, forever walking, leached out of her bones and coiled like a vine
into her brain. There would be no sign from the bleached-blue sky, or
the incessant Sun blazing vacantly overhead, but every time the tribe settled
to sleep it was the same. First she would spot sideways glances, as her tribes
people gauged the cracks of fatigue in each other and subtly ventured their
own. Then an unspoken feeling would take the tribe, and the silent procession would circle in on itself. Tents would unfurl like mottled blooms, and
dried meat and fruits would waft from unbuckled packs. Food and shelter
arranged, the tribe would gather around the elders. The hour was ripe for
stories.
“If you don’t walk fast enough,” the elders would say, “the Dark will swallow you up.”
“First the blue sky will deepen into a thick oily black, and then the air
becomes deathly cold. In the moments before your bones freeze to ice, shimmering lights will appear in the pitch-black sky, the faint hope of a billion
distant Suns. The ancients used to call them stars.”
***
Nahanni walked, one planted foot before another, over and over again.
Soon she would complete her second time around this stalled Earth and become an adult. There would be a ceremony like ten sleeps ago there was for
Tegen. Maybe the elders would find her naming place too, but as an orphan
she didn’t rate her chances. Nahanni still knew that the tribe cared for her
deeply, as she did for them. Nameplace or not, there would be drumming
and dancing and feasting, praise to the Sun overhead and perhaps the greatest
celebration of all — a day without walking.
Then adulthood. Free to walk with whoever she wanted, however fast she
wanted. Two trips around and four or five more in her life if she was lucky.
Days upon days, steps upon steps, stretching out ahead in the long journey of
her life.
Nahanni was one-and-a-half, but before the catastrophe her age would
have been sixteen. Her bright hazel eyes peered out from a mopish sandblonde fringe, and her face was ochre-streaked with dirt. The ragtag appear16

ance continued into her threadbare clothes which she had scavenged from a
deserted town many sleeps ago. A light breeze wafted fresh air through her
tattered attire, while the warm Sun fell fat and heavy on her brown arms.
Running exuberant circles around her sandaled feet was Katla, Nahanni’s
inseparable dog. Katla had joined the tribe when Nahanni was less than one
and formed an immediate bond. Short-haired and gangly-footed, with a big
brown circle on her mottled white body, the sheer love of life emanated from
her.
Her head was brown also, and her ears drooped into a soft V either side of
her deep black eyes. Her muzzle was now flecked with white but she played
with Nahanni like a puppy.
Following the human convention, the name “Katla” had come from her
nameplace, the vast volcano where she was found deserted and almost starved
to death. Nahanni wondered if, like humans, dogs had separated into Sunwalkers and Sedents. A shiver crept up her spine to think of those Sedents,
who choose to be swallowed by the Dark for half of their lives. She couldn’t
imagine Katla was a Sedent. So impulsive and carefree, Nahanni thought that
Katla would forever follow the Sun, chasing insects and tracking warm scents
on the breeze.
Nahanni had never seen the Dark, but she knew it was bitterly cold, cold
enough to turn flesh into ice if you stayed out in the open. Sedents spent their
time in the Sun planning and calculating, growing and storing, ensuring they
had enough food and fuel to hunker down in their squat homes and see out
the Dark. She had heard that further south, too far south for Sunwalkers to
reach, there were Sedent cities where they drilled holes in the ground and
searched for liquid wood, so thick and condensed it would burn right through
the Dark. Sedents operated in a strict hierarchy of control, of reward and
punishment, and everyone had a role to fulfil.
Nahanni didn’t think Katla was into planning or receiving instructions.
Katla did as she pleased, and was always pleased by what she did, living one
joyous moment after the next. There was no malice or prescience, no suffering
now to succeed later. There was no right or wrong, only life and love for her
owner. Every moment was as fresh as the tingling tales that rode the wind
into her proud whiskered nose.
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***
Often the elders’ stories were of the time before the catastrophe. Back
when the Sun tracked across the sky so fast that the Dark would come every sleep, but on waking it would be over. Virtually all of the ancients were
Sedents. There were a very small number of Sunwalkers; a handful in OzTralia and the far frozen north, but they walked to hunt and find food, not
to follow the Sun.
Then a great explosion hit the Earth, the ocean rose into mountainous
waves and drowned whole cities, and clouds of angry dust Darkened the skies
for thousands of sleeps. Millions died in the catastrophe and many millions
more in the resulting famines and wars. At first the ancients remained Sedents
and scurried around, bent-backed and urgent in their duties. Duties to prepare and to see out the Dark in their dwellings, a poor imitation of the life
before. However, there were some who embraced this changed world. They
put their homes on their backs and walked ever west under the kind gaze of
the Sun. These people became the Sunwalkers.
In the Dark, the oceans would freeze into thick ice, and survival for the
Sunwalkers depended on crossing the Big Sea, from Skand-Navia to Kanada,
just behind the Dark. The dun would be low in the sky, turning the world a
syrupy orange and gold, but the ice was thick and strong. In the middle of
the Big Sea was Ice-Land, home of Katla’s nameplace but little else. Tribes
had to stock up on food and essentials before following their long shadows
across the Sea, which would take around a hundred sleeps of hard walking.
Fierce winds and shards of ice would barrel across the empty landscape and
many Sunwalkers were lost, especially children on their first time around.
Once the tribe arrived in Kanada the elders called for celebrations, and
they could let the Dark race ahead while they ventured south to warmer climes,
and even spend a few sleeps without walking. They could remain until the Sun
was directly overhead and fruit ripened on the trees, their shadows shrinking
into their rested feet. This was the time to recharge and recover, to mend
equipment and to fill hungry bellies. Though all too soon the Sun would creep
ahead of them, and the Sunwalkers would have to march west again, heading
north across the Little Sea into Rusha, and then once more rushing to catch
18

up on the Dark to cross the Big Sea once again.
Without breaking her stride, Nahanni scooped up a stick and threw it for
Katla, who bounded after it. At that moment, without warning, the tribe’s
pace quickened, and an air of unease gripped the group. Nahanni ducked from
side to side, trying to see past the forest of people and backpacks that blocked
her view, Katla threading a trail in behind. A glance through the throng, a
flash of green, a hint of grey. A settlement? Was it abandoned and theirs for
the sleep?
Nahanni noticed several tribespeople’s hands nervously reaching down
for their weapons - knives, axes and the odd hunting bow strapped to their
bodies — but there was no call to form an attack. Was it an abandoned Sedent
town? Sedents lay traps, deadly even if they had left or died, and the chance
of a reclusive Sedent was always a lingering threat even to a large tribe such as
Nahanni’s.
The tribe was on edge, relaxing only slightly as crumbling, long-deserted
stone walls rose up in front of them. When the tribe spread out Nahanni could
take stock of her surroundings.
This was a small village and — characteristic of similar settlements in
central Rusha — it seemed to have been built for mining. The chance of
meeting Sedents was small. The cracked shells of buildings were roofless and
the plants grew bountiful and wild. Ripe apples adorned the wilding trees. In
the centre of the village the Sun glinted off of a large tarnished church bell,
barely supported by the rickety tower beneath it. A spool of rotting rope was
piled at the base, and this great hulk of metal had no doubt remained silent
for thousands of sleeps.
Within minutes tribes people were putting up tents, mainly young couples and those with children. Others were wandering off in small groups to
look for food and salvageable items, weapons still ready to hand. Curiosity
outweighed caution, but not by much. The Sunwalkers knew better than
that. There was no issuance of instruction, no stipulation of control. No
elder dictated who should search where, who should protect who, and who
should remain and pitch tent. That was not the Sunwalker way. Decisions
were made collectively and by feel, often without a word spoken. Routines
based on habits, memorised through the generations.
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As the tribe dispersed, Nahanni pondered their well practised actions. She
likened their excited movements to Katla catching a new scent. She scaled
a crumbling wall, carefully testing the rotten cement, then reached out and
plucked a warm, ripe apple from the tree. It tasted sweet and delicious. Katla
waited expectantly below, whiskered nose pointing at the sky.
A shout ran out, echoing lazily from the dilapidated buildings. Nahanni
paused, juice sticky on her chin. Across the village square beyond the church
bell, three tribes people were pushing a Dark bundle towards the main group,
poking it with sticks and waving knives.
It was a Sedent! A Sedent child! Nahanni had never seen a Sedent up close
before. Her pulse quickened with nervous excitement.
The Sedent was a young boy, his skin dull and matte and as pale the whitest
cloud. His face was set, his eyes narrowed against the light. Long Dark hair
fell greasily over his slightly chubby face and he walked with a pronounced
stoop, as if he had spent much of his life in a room too small. He was passive to
the jabs and blows from behind, but walked with resignation in his shuffling
stride ahead of the broad steps of his captors.
The Sedent boy was shoved into the centre of the village, surrounded by
the tribe.
“Speak boy,” boomed Kiruna, a cheerful but purposeful elder, nearing the
ripe old age of 7. “What is your name?”
The Sedent boy looked defiantly into Kiruna’s eyes, who was more than
half his height again, and said something in a harsh, guttural language. Kiruna
looked around him.
“Can anyone speak this Sedent’s tongue?”
The tribes people shifted uneasily without speaking. Nahanni felt an urge
to climb down and join her tribe, but something made her pause. She saw her
tribes people circling the boy like a single entity, no-one making a decision
and no-one questioning either — allowing the collective will of the group to
decide this Sedent boy’s fate.
She saw thirty strong adults, toned from a life on their feet, athletic and
well practised in fighting. And she saw them afraid of this unknown, this
weakling Sedent boy. The circle flexed and warped, but like vultures would
not close in. Frustration sounded louder in the words from all sides of the
20

group. And again the boy replied the same short, unintelligible sentence. No
louder, no softer, no more or less urgent than the first.
“Why are you alone?”
“Where are the other Sedents?”
“Where is your family?”
Nahanni knew why these questions were asked. If other Sedents were
nearby the tribe could be in jeopardy. The frustration masked a growing urgency, and hands once again found comfort on the hilts of weapons. One man
lurched towards the boy to provoke a reaction from this strange inert being.
He didn’t flinch. But the circle grew ever smaller and the throng pressed in.
The Sun glinted off of blades sitting snugly in the Sunwalker’s hands.
“We cannot leave you Sedent, you will tell your people of our course.”
“The Sun is all knowing, but you hide yourself. What do you hide?”
“The almighty Sun helps us and us alone. We should please the Sun.”
From the back of the circle an elder appeared with a slew of rope. Swiftly
the boy’s arms and legs were bound, and he was firmly positioned kneeling
forwards. He was silent, even as Kiruna unsheathed the cruel hook of a hunting blade before his eyes.
Nahanni slid down from the wall, landing hard on the baked ground below and sprinted for the mob. She burst through to the centre of the circle and
stood wide-stanced between Kiruna and the boy. Katla skidded in the dust,
back legs sliding in a neat arc to stand hackles raised in front of Nahanni.
“What are you doing?” screamed Nahanni. “Look at you! Look at you
all! You want to kill a young boy? He could be me! He is a Sedent, I am a
Sunwalker, but otherwise what is the difference?”
Kiruna’s face wrinkled a forgiving smile. “Nahanni, this is the way. If we
let him live we are in danger. If we kill him we may please the Sun, and find
more food in the coming sleeps.”
“Then take him prisoner!”
Kiruna, still smiles in his eyes, sadly shook his head. His fond gaze reminded her of the many times she had leaned into his long dusty robes during
his stories. The feel of rough cotton on her cheek, the smells of dry dirt and
sweat, the rich timbre of his voice. His eyes locked on to hers, and he smiled.
Then, to a space above her head, he nodded.
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The tribe pressed in, squeezing Nahanni between Katla and the bound
boy. Nahanni turned to face the Sedent and he looked up to meet her gaze.
She saw a momentary glimmer in his Dark eyes, like Sunlight reflecting from
the bottom of a well. Her heart flared in the face of his blank stoicism.
She imagined his life flashing before his eyes, his sense of failing his superiors, and perhaps his parents if he had any. She saw his time in the Sun,
toiling in fields, sweating to fulfil orders. She saw his time in the Dark, measuring out strict rations, huddled in blankets around a flame. Secret moments
of freedom, laying low in the refuge of ripe wheat fields for a short rest in the
Sun. She saw him nestled close to his loved ones as the first pale light broke
through a thousand sleeps in the Dark. Was he scared to die, Nahanni wondered, or did he even see his life as his own to give?
Rough hands grabbed her by the shoulders, dragging her away, while she
fought and bit and spat at their grasp, Katla wheeling and barking. Two
young men held her pinned in the dust. She could see their broad tanned
backs as they turned and watched the circle. The Sun flashed from the blade
held high.
“All honour the mighty Sun.”
Then silence, spoilt only by a thick bloody gurgle and an eternal thump.
The crowd leaned forwards, whether in reverence, piety or sick fascination
Nahanni couldn’t tell. The young men released her and Katla bound forwards
to lick her cheek. She lay numb in the dust, watching the dancing slants of
light as the Sun skipped between the tired legs of her tribe.
A bright rivulet of blood wove lazily between their tattered feet and then
sank into the cracks of the Earth forever.
***
Nahanni did not stay for food or stories, retreating to her tent with Katla.
The dog seemed confused to be missing dinner, but was soon curled up at
Nahanni’s feet, pawing the air in her dreams. Sleep did not come so easily
for Nahanni as a knot of hunger kept her awake long after she had heard
the last of her tribe retire. When sleep finally found her it seemed like only
moments later there was a rustling outside of her tent, and a deep voice with
the smoothness of driftwood called “Nahanni. It is time to walk.”
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The tribe left barely a trace. Only a Sunwalker’s trained eye could see
the faint markings where tents had once stood, the dirt carefully sifted and
smoothed. The church bell remained unstruck.
Beyond the tent site, hidden away by thick foliage like a secret was another
patch of displaced soil.
It was carefully disguised, but Nahanni could make out a small rectangular plot, a metre and a half or so in length. It was aligned due east, to meet
the Dark and the Sun alike.
Nahanni bit her lip, glanced at Katla waiting dutifully to heel, and then
looked at the motley tribe around her. She raised her head, felt the stark heat
of the Sun upon her face, put one foot in front of the other and walked.
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A Day in the Life of Bubbles
Sarah Pratt
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“Bubbles? Are you home, darling?”
Oh, thank heavens—you’re ﬁnally home. I’m starving.
“How are you doing my Bubbly-wubbley-woo?”
Actually it’s Dame Bubbles the First thank you very much. And I’ve already
answered that question—I’m completely and utterly starving. Do you know
what that feels like? Picture yourself stranded on a desert island, baking in the
unrelenting sun, standing hopelessly on the beach as you watch tempting ﬁsh
jump in and out of the water, reminding you that a meal is but a stone’s throw
away. That is nothing compared to what I have been through today.
“Oh no, didn’t Daddy feed you?”
Your man friend, who I will never call Daddy, has completely neglected me. I
have a faint memory of eating once, hours or perhaps even days ago and your
man friend simply stood there and watched me suffer in agony.
“Yeah, I fed her when I got home.”
“Oh, when was that?”
Hours, no, days ago, although it feels like years. I’m not going to be so dramatic
as to say decades, but we’re certainly getting there.
“About three hours ago.”
Exactly. Three whole hours. Lifetimes, really. Did you know that there are
bugs that only live for what you humans view as one day? Imagine if one of
those bugs had to wait three hours to eat! Imagine if they spent three hours of
their only day alive starving, hoping, praying that someone will take mercy on
them and ﬁnally present them with some nice, cold rabbit. We can’t afford to
waste any more time, so hurry up and feed me!
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“Well, she seems pretty hungry. I think we should feed her again.”
“Are you sure? She’s going to get even fatter if we spoil her.”
Fat? FAT? Who is calling who fat, Mr. Chubs? The reﬁned layer of blubber
around my belly is a vital tool in my never-ending struggle for survival. You
know when you leave for work, Mr. Chubs, and you ruthlessly throw me out of
my own home for hours upon hours, sometimes into the pouring and relentless
rain, only letting me return when you yourself have re-entered the premises?
It is during those long, wintry hours that I need this layer of fat, as you so carelessly called it, while I shiver under bushes and slowly waste away to nothing.
“Oh, we’ll just give her one can.”
Finally, we are getting somewhere.
Oh, good, there is the can. Yes, it is one that needs the can opener, well done.
No, you idiot, the can opener is in the third draw down on the left. Why we
have to go through this every time is beyond me. Don’t you remember? Two
months ago you and Mr. Chubs decided that the knives and forks and, I quote,
“other more useful items” should be further up the stack of drawers, meaning
the can opener was degraded to the status of a third draw item. I almost shed
a tear that day.
“Wow, you’re very vocal today, aren’t you, Bubby?”
Wouldn’t you be if it had been three hours since you were last fed? Why do I
seem to be the only one getting this?
“Okay, there you go, spoilty-puss.”
Finally, here we go! Come on, how long does it take to put a tray of food onto
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the ﬂoor? Your personal trainer keeps telling you to do squats and this is the
perfect opportunity! Come on, almost there... Just a little further...
Oh, thank you kind human you’re so — I’m sorry, what is this?
Is this Budget brand cat food? As in, cat food for plebeians and criminals? No
wait, they serve better food than this at the pound.
This coming from the girl who just the other day said that she only drinks Coke
and that Mr. Chubs better be willing to drink the Pepsi he accidentally bought
because she isn’t going near it. Hypocritical.
Is this chicken liver? You know I don’t eat chicken liver. It’s heart or nothing.
Ideally, lamb heart but if all you can scrounge up is some chicken heart then I
will accept it for one meal. But liver? Really? Did you get ﬁred today? Because
I really can’t see a reason why we would stoop to such levels otherwise.
“Oh dear, she doesn’t like this one either.”
Did I not make myself clear? Heart or nothing.
“Well, we’re out of the one she does like. I gave the rest to her earlier.”
“But we had half a container left!”
“Yeah, she was hungry.”
Half a container? I doubt it. I had to lick the dregs off a spoon earlier just to
get any sustenance at all. Look! You can almost see my ribs when I lie on the
ground like this. Skinny as a broom or rake or whatever your mother used to
say.
Excuse me! Don’t try to rub my belly, that was not an invitation.
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You know what I think? I think Mr. Chubs ate the heart. Look at him —
I wouldn’t put it past him. He knows how amazing lamb heart is and he
wanted it all to himself. There is no way that the tiny portion of lamb heart
that I had three hours ago was anywhere near half a container’s worth of food.
“Well, I’m sorry sweetheart but that’s it. That’s all we’ve got. I’ll get you some
more of the other stuff tomorrow.”
Wait, you’re giving up? Just like that? Wow, I really thought you were a better
person than that.
Well, I’ll be damned if I’m eating this garbage. I will not set a precedent that
such treatment is acceptable. I’d rather starve to death and clearly you would
rather I did too.
No, don’t try to make this better with cuddles. You think I can be swayed with
your fake display of affection? Never. This queen of the feline world has had
enough of your fake sincerity. I’m off to the safety and warmth of the ﬁre.
Ah, perfect, there is the new bed they bought for the dog. That will do nicely.
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The Conductor
Andy Southall
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he rails gleamed and vanished into the black mouth of the tunnel. As
always, the underground station stretched empty, the benches unoccupied, the platform swept, every tube of neon casting a uniform yellow light.
Then something stirred. David squinted as the destination board lit up.
A row of orange letters, every pixel bright. The next train would arrive in
precisely one minute, an express right into the heart of the city. Faraway, a
rumble grew. The air gusted into a breeze, then a gale. Until with a cannon
shot of noise, twin headlights shot from the tunnel, pursued by six rattling
carriages that hissed and squealed to a halt.
A pair of doors stopped right in front of him. In their polished metal
surface, he could see his silver-grey hair, his tense expression. Peering through
the windows, he checked nobody was inside. The third carriage, the one he
always chose. Not too close to the front and with three carriages to escape
behind.
The doors slid open. Cautiously he leaned in. A long glance up and down,
scrutinising the carriage from end to end. He checked the carriages eitherside as well, at least what he could see through the oblong windows of the
connecting doors.
In one swift movement, he stepped inside. Then paced to his usual seat
halfway down. He sat gingerly, still observing. Watching every door, the
platform beyond, ensuring he stayed alone.
Usually he didn’t see anyone. But if he did, he stayed out of their way.
He could never become complacent. The city transit system might appear deserted, silently running itself, but there were others. Die-hards and
chancers and desperados who prowled for whatever reasons. He didn’t travel
in often, only out of necessity. But he’d received a system alert — a vital component gone down — that he couldn’t fix remotely.
The doors closed with a soft thud. Jolting, the train charged forward. Its
motion was like an impatient child sprinting into a dark hallway, reaching
its fastest speed, then slowing violently to a crawl. He was used to the stopstart motion, the short periods of nothing as the train shuddered through
darkness. Pre-virus, he’d commuted on this line everyday, there and back
like an automaton.
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In a flood of new light, the train burst into the next station. Turnpike,
he knew, without needing to look at the white letters on the blue bar on the
curved station wall. Named after an ancient toll road that had once existed on
the surface. Now there’d be nothing moving up there: no traffic, no people.
Only blocks of empty flats and streets overgrown with weeds. Everyone had
fled. Or else died.
Two years ago, the trains had always been squeezed full of people. Every
seat taken and more passengers dangling from the handholds. The air fetid
and unpleasant, with no space to read or breathe. Often he’d spent each journey staring at the dandruff on the back of someone else’s collar. Never had he
envisaged having a whole carriage to himself. Yet now he travelled in splendid
isolation, only half remembering the claustrophobia of the past.
The train juddered to a stop. The doors facing the platform slid open.
He watched them methodically, first the double and single on his right, then
the double and single on his left, ensuring no-one else got on. No-one ever
did, but that didn’t mean no-one ever would. On previous excursions, he’d
sometimes glimpsed eyes and shadows and his blood had run cold. Someone
else scrutinising and checking. Everyone on their guard. Wary of the dreaded
two metre encounter.
The doors closed, and the train jerked forward. He felt his heart rate slow
a little, at least until he reached the next station where the whole repetitive
process — doors opening, eyes scanning, doors closing — would happen all
over again.
Nine stations altogether to his destination — and six more to go. The
ones with interchanges scared him the most, where people from other lines
might switch to his. Thankfully his route was direct. He didn’t have to change
anywhere. The stairs and corridors that connected lines were the most dangerous, full of dead-ends where it was impossible to escape anyone and the risk
of a two metre encounter became almost a certainty.
There were no official statistics anymore: how many new infections there
were, how many people had perished. Apart from technicians like himself,
no one monitored anything. The system ran itself, the trains all driverless,
the stations self-regulating, an almost perfect machine that pleased itself.
He clamped his hands together, trying to reassure himself. As long as he
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stayed alert, watchful, the chances of a fatal encounter were low. Yet even
out in the greenbelt where he lived — safer than the city — outbreaks occasionally happened. Ordinary looking men and women who became carriers,
initially with few visible symptoms. Fortunately the virus could only spread by
close proximity, two metres or less of air. Not so much of a hazard in the wide
outdoors, yet deadly down here in all the confined spaces. If you saw someone
coming towards you, you fled. Into another carriage, onto the platform, out
of the station, as far away as you could get.
The train slowed and stopped at the next station: Manor. No-one on the
platform, nor at the three stations after. He prayed his journey would remain
uneventful, his vigilance keeping him safe.
As the train neared Cross, he drew a deeper breath than normal. This station connected with three other lines. There was also a huge station concourse
above. A much higher risk of someone boarding, as well as being infected.
To his relief, the platform stood empty. No-one boarded the train.
The doors closed and the train accelerated out. Only two stops left now:
Russell, then Born, where gratefully he’d disembark.
Almost safe. Almost sound.
He heard a click. The hairs on his neck rose as he watched the connecting
door to the next carriage slowly open. Sometimes paranoid people walked all
the way through. Yet never into a carriage already occupied. Nobody in their
right senses would do that. Only someone wholly unafraid. Or infected.
He tried to push himself up and run into the opposite carriage. His arms
and legs froze though as he saw a shiny figure emerge. A homeless man wrapped
in a space blanket, he thought at first. Or maybe a drug-crazed party-goer
dressed like the Tin-Man. The figure glided at speed, not reaching for any of
the handholds even though the train was swaying. On its head it wore a silver
cap, on its lapel a round badge, and on its hip a slim ticket machine.
It was one of the conductors that roamed checking tickets.
He slumped back into his seat, feeling his heartbeat slow. Nothing to
worry about. Just another piece of automation, a relic from pre-epidemic days
when there had been too many fare dodgers. He’d heard these conductors still
existed, though he’d not seen one in a long time, not like this.
He reached into his jacket for his ticket and held it ready. He couldn’t
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remember what capabilities these conductors possessed, whether the thing
would indulge in small talk or merely punch the small piece of cardboard.
Three feet away, the conductor stopped, bent its head forward, and flashed its
eyes.
“Tickets-please!” Its voice was stretched wire.
He held his ticket higher — closer — wondering if it could see it properly.
Perhaps its scanning equipment was broken, its processing software malfunctioning.
“It’s a one day travel pass,” he said for the sake of saying something, aware
it might not even hear him. “Valid on any train. Valid at every station.”
“At-what-station-did-you-board?” The conductor lunged and extended
a silvery arm. With claw-like fingers, it snatched the ticket from him.
“At Fosters,” he said, wondering why it had to know.
In a whine of servo motors, the conductor raised the ticket to its diode
eyes. A flash of laser red as it scanned the code. Then with another whine, it
lowered its caliper arm and thrust the ticket back. At the same moment, the
train rushed into Russell station.
“Please-remain-seated-until-the-train-comes-to-a-stop,” it announced
as the doors opened. “Please-take-all-your-bags-when-exiting-the-train. All
other passengers move down inside the car.”
“There isn’t anyone else. I haven’t seen anyone at all.” He wanted to laugh
at the thing’s obsolete programming. Yet he tried to be polite, though it was
only a machine. A two metre encounter, he realised, except it was made of
metal and wires, thank God, not blood and germs.
“Please-mind-the-gap. Stand-clear-of-the-doors!” The doors closed and
the train moved off.
David reached out to take his ticket back. He winced as one of the conductor’s claws jabbed into his flesh. And turning his hand over, he saw the
thing had scratched him, a tiny cut on his thumb that dripped blood.
“Ow! Look what you’ve done!” He pressed down a finger, annoyed. Machines weren’t supposed to hurt people, especially not when their ticket was
valid.
“I-am-sorry-for-any-inconvenience-caused.” The conductor’s voice grew
plaintive. “Due to staff shortages, there may be a slight delay.”
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“You’re kidding?” This time he couldn’t help but smile. “I guess there’s
not much for you to do anymore, not since the epidemic. Perhaps you need
to be reprogrammed, or even phased out. How many of you are there left,
anyway?”
The thing didn’t answer, but it stayed where it was, its arm stretched out
like a sword. It was starting to spook him, and he wanted it to move away.
“You should see if there’s any more passengers?” He waved his injured
hand at the next carriage, knowing there was nobody else. His wrist was sore,
his arm too.
“Please-change-at-the-next-station-and-take-the-next-train-home.” The
thing’s monotonous voice spiked as if in triumph.
“What!” He stared at the conductor in surprise. “Why would I do that? I
have a computer to fix.”
“You-are-too-late.”
“How would you know?” His arm throbbed, painful. Glancing at his
hand again, he saw it was swollen and blue. “Has central control sent you?”
“This-is-the-end-of-the line. The-next-stop-will-be-your-last.” The conductor’s eyes suddenly glowed again, it’s expression strangely human. And
with horror he realised his mistake. He’d been careful, but not careful enough.
“What have you done?” he said weakly. “You’ve injected me — with the
virus?”
“You-are-the-virus.” The conductor shook its insect head. Then swung
its arm back down and slid away along the carriage. “Have-a-nice-day.”
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